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Project 1:

• We still do not have a ground truth about whether a given
metabolite is actually circadian or not, particularly due to (1)
the issue that different algorithms that attempt to detect
cycling differ in their p-value outputs and (2) the nature and
definition of p-values themselves.

• Ultimately, all we can conclude is that the circadian rhythm
clearly does influence metabolite concentrations, for if there
was no influence (null hypothesis) we would expect a uniform,
not exponential, p-value distribution for each algorithm.

What is Chronobiology?
Chronobiology is:
• the study of cyclic phenomena 

(biological rhythms) in living organisms 
and their adaptations to solar- and 
lunar-related rhythms, including 
infradian (>24 hours), ultradian (<24 
hours), and – the most highly 
researched – circadian (~24 hours) 
rhythms

Circadian rhythms are:
• Approximately 24-hour cycles in the 

physiological processes of living beings 
(plants, animals, fungi, etc.)

• Internally generated, but can be 
modulated by environmental cues, 
especially sunlight

• Affecting brain wave activity, metabolite 
production, cell regeneration, and many 
other biological processes

Project 1: Determining Circadian Behavior in Metabolite 
Concentration from Time Series Data

Metabolomics is:
• The large-scale study of small molecules

(metabolites) in cells, biofluids, tissues, or 
organisms

• The study of the reactants and products of 
metabolism (the chemical processes occurring 
within a biological system), which are influenced 
by genetic and environmental factors (Figure 1)

• A powerful, direct approach that displays the 
underlying biochemical activity and state of cells 
and tissues

• Divided into two types: untargeted (discovery-
based) and targeted (validation-based) (Figure 2)

Metabolites are:
• Small molecules ranging in size of 25-5000 atomic 

mass units (Figure 3)
• The building blocks to the complex series of 

reactions (pathways) that occur in the body, 
where a product of one reaction becomes the 
reactant of the next

• Continuously interacting with each other within 
and between biological systems (Figure 4); the 
complete set of metabolites at any given time 
point is the metabolome

Observations:
• P-Value distribution has similar shape across the 5 different algorithms (as expected, most 

metabolites don’t exhibit circadian behavior while relatively few do)
• Nitecap algorithm seems to group p-values together (as indicated by vertical lines); behaves 

like q-values 
• LOESS curve fits the scatterplot data better than linear in most cases (outlier: ANOVA vs LS), 

as the linear regression curve emphasizes the concentration of the non-significant p-values 
(lower left of each graph)

• One metabolic time course can easily be deemed significant by one algorithm, but not by 
another (as displayed by the presence of points in the upper left or lower right quadrants) in 
the scatterplot graph

• JTK, LS, and Cosinor behave very similarly (r-squared coefficients above 0.75) compared to 
Nitecap and ANOVA (r-squared coefficients below 0.45)
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Project 2:

• There exist many metabolites that have IDs in some databases
but do not have IDs in others; hence it was paramount that
we scrape multiple databases to gain as much information as
possible.

• Many identical metabolites take different names across the
lab and across different databases; hence a mapping file was
needed to account for these multiple names; in essence, text
analysis was needed in a place relatively unexpected, and will
continue to be needed with the ongoing development of
WeljieDB.

Figure 1: Overview of the four major “omics” fields, from genomics to metabolomics1

Figure 2: Comparison between untargeted and targeted metabolomics2

Figure 3: Examples of different classes of metabolites present in biological systems1Figure 4: Examples of biochemical reactions that can occur as part of pathways1

Figure 5: Representation of typical circadian rhythm of high-level bodily functions3

Figure 6: Metabolic time course and corresponding cosine regression curve (x: hrs, y: metabolic expression)4,6

Figure 7: Standard metabolomics experiment workflow5

Figure 8: Comparison matrix of the outputted p-values by different circadian detection algorithms4,7 for 
approximately 90000 time courses (each time course with 24 time points sampled evenly across 48 hours); time 
courses were sourced from insomnia experiment6 with 4000 metabolites across 44 subjects (note some time 
courses are not considered since they had missing time points and would cause some algorithms to fail as a 
result). Upper: correlation coefficients for relationship between p-values (note they are scaled with base 10 
logarithm) across the pairs of algorithms. Lower: scatterplots and fitted curves (linear regression, LOESS 
regression) comparing p-values. Diagonal: p-value distributions for each algorithm. Note: 𝑝 < 0.05 →
− log10 𝑝 > 1.3 and 𝑝 < 0.01 → − log10 𝑝 > 2
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Figure 9: Diagram detailing newly automated annotation workflow


